46th BOSTON/NEW ENGLAND EMMY® AWARD NOMINATIONS

NEWSCAST-MORNING LARGER MARKETS (1-49)

Nasty Nor’easter batters New England
  Juliana Mazza, Reporter
  Amaka Ubaka, Anchor
  Kim Lucey, Reporter
  David Heikkila, Videographer
  Nicole Jacques, Senior Producer
  Jonathan Hall, Reporter
  Erin Carey, Associate Director
  Colin Spence, Producer
  Marshall Hook, Assignment Editor
  Chris Lambert, Meteorologist
  Emma Galasso, Producer
  Errol Henry, Videographer
  Michael Lang, Audio Technician
  Jessica Gullbrand, Videographer
  Victoria Chamberlain, Producer
  Marielena Salazar, Reporter

WHDH

NewsCenter 5 EyeOpener: August 22, 2022
  Kellen Young, Executive Producer
  Clarke Dempsey, Director
  Donna Hennessey, Director
  Samantha Shapiro, Producer
  Andrew Merica, Producer
  Sera Congi, Reporter
  Matt Reed, Reporter
  Katie Thompson, Anchor
  Cindy Fitzgibbon, Meteorologist
  Antoinette Antonio, Anchor
  Emily Maher, Reporter

WCVB

NewsCenter 5 EyeOpener: December 12, 2022
  Donna Hennessey, Director
  Kellen Young, Executive Producer
  Samantha Shapiro, Producer
  Matt Reed, Reporter
  Cindy Fitzgibbon, Meteorologist
  Emily Maher, Reporter
  Antoinette Antonio, Anchor
  Katie Thompson, Anchor
  Bradford Hickox, Producer

WCVB
NewsCenter 5 EyeOpener: February 25, 2022
Andrew Merica, Producer
Jack Sears, Producer
Cindy Fitzgibbon, Meteorologist
Antoinette Antonio, Anchor
WCVB

WBZ This Morning - The Royals In Boston
Aileen Pollard, Executive Producer
Kate Merrill, Anchor
Liam Martin, Anchor
Zack Green, Meteorologist
Anna Meiler, Reporter
Katrina Kincade, Reporter
Nicholas Giovanni, Reporter
Levan Reid, Reporter
Conner Applebee, Producer
Alexandra Prim, Producer
WBZ

WVIT 11 Am Newscast (Bristol Officers Killed)
Heidi Voight, Anchor
Kevin E. Nathan, Anchor
Siobhan McGirl, Reporter
Caitlin Burchill, Reporter
Kristen Linnartz, Producer
Amanda Beaulieu, Managing Editor
Briceyda Landaverde, Reporter
Jason Hendry, Director
Luis Rodriguez, Photographer
Courtney Luciana, Photographer
Steve Pancione, Photographer
Michael Gearin, Aerial Photographer
Kenny Mahoney, Photographer
David DeJesus, Photographer
NBC Connecticut

NEWSCAST-MORNING SMALLER MARKETS (50 +)

12 News this Morning: Providence shootout
Daniel Carpenter, Executive Producer
James O’Leary, Producer
Derek Mancini, Producer
Eric Hudson, Director
Danielle North, Anchor
Patrick Little, Anchor
Kait Walsh, Reporter
Kayla Fish, Reporter
Melissa Sardelli, Traffic Reporter
Michelle Muscatello, Meteorologist
James Cullity, Photojournalist
Justin White, Photojournalist
WPRI

NBC 10 NEWS SUNRISE
Chelsea Walker, Producer
Daniel Paquet, Executive Producer
Mario Hilario, Anchor
Alison Bologna, Anchor
Matthew Turgeon, Photojournalist
Kelly O’Neill, Reporter
Christina Vitale, Reporter
Earl Spencer Geary, Photojournalist
Walter Franco, Director
Anthony Macari, Meteorologist

WJAR

NEWSCAST-EVENING LARGER MARKETS (1-49)

Bristol Police Officers Killed
Dana Rosengard, Assistant News Director
Jessica Henry, Executive Producer
Kacie Welcome, Producer
Brent Hardin, Anchor
Jennifer Bernstein, Anchor
Carmen Chau, Reporter
Jim Altman, Reporter
Matt Caron, Reporter
Nathan Gagne, Photographer
Genesis Powell, Editor
Rosanna Molinaro, Editor
Sara Sanchez, Anchor

FOX 61

NewsCenter 5 at 6pm: June 24, 2022
Christopher Roach, Executive Producer
Doug Frauenholz, Director
Mary Saladna, Reporter
Bobby Souza, Photographer
Sharmen Sacchetti, Reporter
Mike Cole, Producer
G.J. Smith, Photographer
Ted Wayman, Reporter
Emily Maher, Reporter
Dan Valente, Photographer
Maria Manning, Photographer

WCVB

NewsCenter 5 at 6pm: November 21, 2022
Ed Harding, Anchor
Kevin Wiles, Assignment Editor
Sean Cahill, Assignment Manager
G.J. Smith, Photographer
Sharman Sacchetti, Reporter
Ted Cooper, Photographer
Emily Maher, Reporter
Barbara Baranowski, Producer
Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
Timothy Devlin, Photographer
Doug Frauenholz, Director
Christopher Roach, Executive Producer

WCVB

NewsCenter 5 at 6pm: September 16, 2022
Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
Cyana Francis-Berkitt, Producer
Lee Harrington, Photographer
Sharman Sacchetti, Reporter
Ted Cooper, Photographer
Doug Frauenholz, Director
Danae Bucci, Reporter
Timothy Devlin, Photographer
Christopher Roach, Executive Producer

WCVB

WBZ News 6pm Apple Store Crash
Meagan Kolkmann, Producer
Jordyn Jagolinzer, Reporter
Paul Burton, Reporter

WBZ

WBZ News at 5:00 Red Sox/Marathon Coverage
Alexis Uremovich, Producer

WBZ

NEWSCAST-EVENING SMALLER MARKETS (50+)

12 News Now at 6PM - February 10, 2022
Timothy O’Coin, Producer
Tim White, Investigative Reporter
Johnny Villella, Editor/Photographer
Shannon Hegy, Anchor
Michael Montecalvo, Anchor
Anita Baffoni, Reporter

WPRI

NBC 10 NEWS AT 6:00
Bryan Monaghan, Producer
Scott Isaacs, News Director
Samantha Plourde, Executive Producer
Patrice Wood, Anchor
Dan Jaehnig, Anchor
Mark Searles, Meteorologist
Joe Kayata, Sports Anchor
Joanna Bouras, Reporter
Gabrielle Caracciolo, Reporter
Barbara Morse, Reporter
Temi-Tope Adeleye, Reporter
Tamara Saczarczyk, Reporter
Suzanne Nadeau-Beever, Executive Producer Special Projects
Brayton Beardsley, Photojournalist
Alexandra Conroy, Director
Brandon Rose, Director

WJAR

NBC10 NEWS 11PM: Highway shutdown, school shooting, marijuana legalization vote
Courtney Colaluca, Producer
Cal Dymowski, Reporter
Patrice Wood, Anchor
Earl Spencer Geary, Photographer
Nicholas Devito, Photographer
Dan Jaehnig, Anchor
Brandon Rose, Director
Frank Carpano, Sports Anchor

WJAR
NBC10 NEWS 11PM: Massive fire, Blizzard 2022 team coverage
  Courtney Colaluca, Producer
  Mark Searles, Chief Meteorologist
  Patrice Wood, Anchor
  Nicholas Devito, Photographer
  Joanna Bouras, Reporter
  Kelly O’Neill, Reporter
  Brayton Beardsley, Photographer
  Dan Jaehnig, Anchor
WJAR

NEWS CENTER Maine: The Capitol Riot: One Year Later
  Stephen Armstrong, Producer
NEWS CENTER Maine

School Scare in Maine
  Amanda Post, News Director
  Ted Homer, Producer
  Lucas Ruessler, Director
  Mal Meyer, Reporter
  Marissa Bodnar, Anchor
  Gregg Lagerquist, Field Anchor
WGME CBS 13

DAILY NEWS REPORT-SINGLE SHIFT

Boston City Council Brawl
  Michael Rosenfield, Reporter
  Diego Perez, Photojournalist
NBC 10 Boston

Fatherhood in Focus
  Jim Altman, Producer
  Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61

Haverhill Hazing Video
  Bob Ward, Reporter
  Matthew Estaphan, Photographer
Boston 25 News

Juror Exclusive: Richard Dabate Verdict
  Shannon Miller, Reporter
  David Mulligan, Photographer/Editor
  Garett Allison, Photographer
NBC Connecticut

Not Your Average Joe
  Kathryn Hauser, Reporter
WTNH

The Transplant Trade
  Michael Sullivan, Multimedia Journalist
WBZ
HARD NEWS REPORT- NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT

7News in Poland: The War in Ukraine
   Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
   Adam Williams, Anchor
   Paco Sheehan, Editor
WHDH

Amusement Park Safety
   Dan Lampariello, Reporter
WGME CBS 13

Locked Up New York: What Prison Closures Mean For Rural New York
   Kelly O’Brien, Multimedia Journalist
WMUR/WCAX

New England Unsolved: Gardner Art Heist New Lead
   Erling Moe, Photographer/Editor
   Bob Ward, Reporter
Boston 25 News

BREAKING/SPOT NEWS-SINGLE REPORT

Breaking News: The Death of Trooper Tamar Bucci
   Amaka Ubaka, Anchor
   Emma Doherty, Producer
   Nicole Jacques, Senior Producer
   Jeanne Tarmey, Executive Producer
   Rob Way, Reporter
   Steve Cooper, Reporter
   Polikseni Manxhari, Traffic Reporter
   Erin Carey, Associate Director
   Mugsy McGaffigan, Photographer
   Shannon Hiltz, Audio/Editor
WHDH

Deadly Garage Collapse in Boston
   Mike Cole, Executive Producer
   Jenna Perlman, Producer
   Cyana Francis-Berkitt, Producer
   Emily Maher, Reporter
   Sean Carpenter, Photographer
   Brian Gentry, Director
WCVB

Migrants on the Vineyard
   Michael Sullivan, Executive Producer
   Mark Ockerbloom, News Anchor
   Vanessa Welch, News Anchor
   Stephen Altieri, Producer
   Tyler Kirk, Newscast Director
Boston 25 News

Subway Shooting
   Meagan Kolkmann, Producer
WBZ
BREAKING/SPOT NEWS-MULTIPLE REPORTS

Boatyard Fire
   Joanna Bouras, Reporter
WJAR

Car Crashes Through Apple Store
   Joe Cersosimo, Producer
   Gerry Wardwell, Assistant News Director
   Christopher Roach, Executive Producer
   Barbara Baranowski, Producer
   Sharman Sacchetti, Reporter
   Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
   Antoinette Antonio, Anchor
   Jessica Brown, Anchor
   Ed Harding, Anchor
   G.J. Smith, Photographer
   Ted Cooper, Photographer
   Timothy Devlin, Photographer
WCVB

Hingham Apple Store Crash
   Darielle Terry, Producer
   Alvaro Castillo, Videographer
   Melody Mendez, Anchor
   Eli Rosenberg, Reporter
   Matthew Amaral, Director
   Kyle DuBreuil, Videographer
NBC 10 Boston

Massachusetts State Police Trooper Killed In The Line of Duty
   Anna Meiler, Reporter
   Aileen Pollard, Executive Producer
   Melissa Pagano, Producer
WBZ

NewsCenter 5 Breaks News that Explosive Device at College was Inside Job
   Andrew Croteau, Photographer
   Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
   Karen Anderson, Reporter
WCVB

CONTINUING COVERAGE

FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Coverage
   Jesus Quiñonez, Reporter
   Damaris Bonilla, News Director
   Johnathan Latorre, Photographer
   José A. Rivera Adrovet, Anchor
   Diego Restrepo, Producer
   Lorenna Monroig Ramos, Producer
   Juan Rozo, Producer
   Carmen Martinez, Anchor
   David De Matteis, Reporter
   Paulo Alvarado, Reporter
   Haynhect Rodriguez, Content Producer/Writer
   Laura Cardona, Executive Producer
Telemundo New England
Martha’s Vineyard Migrants
Jason Solowski, Producer
Bianca Beltrán, Reporter
Cory Smith, Investigative Reporter
El Rosenberg, Reporter
Sean Colahan, Videographer
NBC 10 Boston

MBTA Safety Lapses Trigger Federal Investigation
Timothy Devlin, Photographer
Sharman Sacchetti, Reporter
David Mongeau, Photographer
Blaise Bookis, Photographer
Rhondella Richardson, Reporter
Jenny Barron, Executive Producer
Mike Beaudet, Writer
WCVB

Orange Line Shutdown
Christopher Nielsen, Producer
Kristina Rex, Reporter
Jared Higginbotham, Photojournalist
Nicholas Giovanni, Reporter
Paula Ebben, Anchor
WBZ

Redbank Rent Hike
Brad Rogers, Reporter
Mike Hartford, Photographer/Editor
WGME CBS 13

The Search for Harmony Montgomery
Alisha McDevitt, News Director
Keith Baldi, Asst. News Director
Jon Arnold, Photographer
Anna Sabato, Executive Producer
Duncan Shaw, Executive Producer
Tim Callery, Reporter
Amy Coveno, Reporter
Arthur Villator, Photographer
Deviroux D’Errico, Photographer
David Sakowich, Assignment Manager
WMUR

The Search for Harmony Montgomery
Sarah Burgess, News Director
Christine Swartz, Executive Producer
Kerry Kavanaugh, Reporter
Bob Ward, Reporter
Donna Foscolos, Designer
Boston 25 News

TEAM COVERAGE

2022 Election Night
Courtney Seymour, Executive Producer
Sue O’Connell, Commentator
Colton Bradford, Anchor
Jeff Saperstone, Reporter
Sean Colahan, Videographer
Jessica Silva, Supervising Director
Matthew Amaral, Director
NBC 10 Boston News FAST Channel

January Blizzard Wallops Massachusetts
A.J. Burnett, Meteorologist
Sharman Sacchetti, Reporter
Mark Tramontozzi, Photographer
Cindy Fitzgibbon, Meteorologist
Christopher Roach, Executive Producer
Barbara Baranowski, Producer
Rhondella Richardson, Reporter
Rebecca Bainer, Producer
Margaret Cronan, News Director
Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
Jenelle Desrosiers, Producer

WCVB

NBC10 Boston First Alert Blizzard Coverage
Matt Noyes, Chief Meteorologist
Pamela Gardner, Meteorologist
Tania Leal, Meteorologist
Eli Rosenberg, Reporter
Kirsten Glavin, Reporter
Alysha Palumbo, Reporter
Sean Colahan, Videographer
Raul Martinez, Anchor
Erika Lancaster, Executive Producer
Lou DiGiusto, Director
Alyssa Jewell, Producer
Spencer Kosior, Content Producer

NBC 10 Boston

Royals Visit Massachusetts
Bill Sheerin, Managing Editor
Jessica Brown, Anchor
Bobby Souza, Photographer
Lee Harrington, Photographer
Ted Wayman, Reporter
Sharman Sacchetti, Reporter
Sean Carpenter, Photographer
Mary Saladna, Reporter
Danae Bucci, Reporter
Blaise Bookis, Photographer
Ted Cooper, Photographer

WCVB

Storm Force
Lisa Gresci, Reporter
Nick Sapienza, Photographer
Caroline Goggin, Reporter
David Heikkila, Photographer
Juliana Mazza, Reporter
Jadiann Thompson, Anchor
Steve Cooper, Reporter
Sabrina Silva, Reporter
Victoria Price, Reporter
Jonathan Hall, Reporter
INVESTIGATIVE

5 Investigates: Family Devastated After Hospital Throws Out Infant’s Remains
  Karen Anderson, Reporter
  Chris Garvin, Photographer
  WCVB

Fixing the MBTA's Mass Transit Mess
  Mike Beaudet, Reporter
  Kristin Keefe, Editor
  David Mongeau, Photographer
  WCVB

This Is What Environmental Racism Looks Like
  Cheryl Fiandaca, Chief Investigative Reporter
  Tom McNamee, Photographer/Editor
  Chris Gobeille, Photographer
  WBZ

To Catch A Contractor
  Ryan Kath, Investigative Reporter
  James O’Halloran, Videographer
  Lauren Kleciak, Editor
  Shira Stoll, Videographer / Editor
  Aaron Strader, Videographer
  NBC 10 Boston

Trail of Debts
  Tim White, Investigative Reporter
  Eli Sherman, Investigative Reporter
  Ted Nesi, Investigative Reporter
  Johnny Villella, Videographer
  WPRI

Troubling Ties
  Tim White, Investigative Reporter
  Eli Sherman, Investigative Reporter
  Ted Nesi, Investigative Reporter
  Johnny Villella, Videographer
  WPRI

LIGHT FEATURE (SINGLE REPORT)

How Much Wood Could a Woodchuck Chuck?
  Kirk Cratty, Photojournalist
  NEWS CENTER Maine

Meet Jim Knowlen, the Portland Sea Dogs’ oldest and most popular usher
  Hannah Yechivi, MMJ
  NEWS CENTER Maine

Outdoors for All
  Brian Bechard, Photographer/Editor
  Jennifer Rooks, Reporter/Writer
  Maine Public Broadcasting Network
Saving Daylight Saving
   Michael Sullivan, Multimedia Journalist
WBZ

The Feeding Frenzy
   Roger McCord, Producer
The Maine Monitor

The Hitchhiking Hen
   Darren Perron, Reporter
   Joe Carroll, Photographer
WCAX

The Mountain Man
   Samantha York, Reporter
   Kirk Cratty, Photojournalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

LIGHT FEATURE (MULTIPLE REPORTS)

Be Your Own Boss
   Kelly Sullivan, Reporter
Boston 25 News

Fox61 Daytrippers... And stops around the State
   Jim Altman, Reporter
   Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61

Let's put Oscar on it!
   Oscar Margain, Reporter
NBC 10 Boston

Matt Reed Composite
   Matt Reed, Reporter
   Sean Connor, Editor
WCVB

Super Seniors
   Joe Carroll, Photographer/Editor/Reporter
WCAX

SERIOUS FEATURE (SINGLE REPORT)

Dedicated to the Dogs
   Jim Altman, Reporter
   Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61

Leaving Mass and Cass Behind
   Tori Bedford, Reporter/videographer
   Emily Judem, Editor
   Stephanie Leydon, Producer
   Howard Powell, Videographer
   Joanie Tobin, Videographer
GBH
NH Chronicle: Portrait of War  
Karen Meyers, Reporter/Producer  
Chris Shepherd, Photographer/Editor  
WMUR

SERIOUS FEATURE (MULTIPLE REPORTS)

Coexisting with Cape Cod’s Sharks  
Mike Beaudet, Reporter  
Chris Garvin, Photographer  
WCVB

Domestic Abuse Survivors Fight To Change Law  
Jonathan Wells, Producer  
Karen Anderson, Reporter  
WCVB

Inside the Investigation: Diving into decades-old cold cases  
Tamara Sacharczyk, Reporter  
WJAR

Priced Out: The fight for housing in Massachusetts  
Liz Neisloss, Reporter  
Sam Turken, Reporter  
Stephanie Leydon, Executive Producer  
Arthur Lembo, Graphics/Editor  
Jack Doyle, Editor  
Emily Judem, Cinematography/Editor  
Lance Douglas, Cinematography  
Howard Powell, Cinematography  
Joanie Tobin, Cinematography  
Robert Tokanel, Cinematography  
GBH

Reporter Shares Personal Struggle With Addiction To Help Others  
Ted Wayman, Reporter  
Maria Stephanos, Reporter  
David Mongeau, Photographer  
Margaret Cronan, Producer  
WCVB

Sandy Hook 10 Years Later  
Mike Piskorski, Photographer  
Eva Zymaris, Reporter  
Jodi Latina, Reporter  
Ryan Bernat, Photographer  
Chris Kirby, Art Director  
Kevin Frederick, Photographer  
WTNH

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT NEWS

'Action Holds Hope' - Children's Musician Raffi On His Climate Change Crusade  
Jacob Wycoff, Meteorologist  
Stephanie Inniss, Editor  
WBZ
Boston Typewriter Orchestra
    Levan Reid, Reporter
WBZ

NH Chronicle: Oscar Winner Estelle Parsons
    Erin Fehlau, Producer/Reporter
    Chris Shepherd, Photographer/Editor
WMUR

Reel Rhode Island
    Maria Saracen, Producer/Editor
    Pamela Watts, Correspondent
WSBE

The Imagination and Innovation of Douglas Trumbull
    Anthony Dunne, Reporter/Producer/Editor
WGBY/New England Public Media

Where the Wild Things Are (Hint; They're in your Backyard)
    Jim Altman, Producer
    Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61

BUSINESS/CONSUMER NEWS

NBC CT Responds for Viewers: Recouping Cash, Resolving Headaches
    Caitlin Burchill, Consumer Reporter
    Steve Pancione, Photojournalist/Editor
    Alyse Rzemek, Consumer Investigative Producer
NBC Connecticut

NBC10 Boston Responds
    Leslie Gaydos, Consumer Investigative Reporter
    Dan Ferrigan, Videographer
NBC 10 Boston

NH Chronicle: Sillie Puffs Gourmet Cotton Candy
    Karen Meyers, Reporter/Producer
    Jason Modeski, Photographer/Editor
WMUR

Puzzle Mountain Bakery
    David Guildford, Multi-Skilled Journalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

The power of social media influencers
    Kelly Sullivan, Reporter
Boston 25 News

Thousands of dollars saved from going down the drain
    Betsy Badell, Reporter
Telemundo New England

Work in CT; Odd Jobs Amplified
    Jim Altman, Reporter
    Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61
CRIME/JUSTICE NEWS

International Mystery - Who Is He?
   Brian Crandall, Reporter
   WJAR

Lady of the Dunes
   Kathy Curran, Investigative Reporter
   James O’Halloran, Videographer
   Erica Jorgensen, Executive Producer
   Mike Gearin, Drone Videographer
   NBC 10 Boston

NBC 10 investigation leads to arrest of property manager
   Tamara Sacharczyk, Reporter
   WJAR

New England's Unsolved-Composite
   Nick Nebesny, Photographer
   Bob Ward, Reporter
   Boston 25 News

Vanished: Where is Ayla Reynolds?
   Zach Blanchard, Producer, Anchor, Reporter
   Rebecca Stefansky, Managing Editor
   NEWS CENTER Maine

Wrongfully Convicted and Abandoned by Massachusetts
   Jonathan Wells, Producer
   Mike Beaudet, Reporter
   WCVB

DIVERSITY/EQUITY/INCLUSION NEWS

Black Men, Great Things
   Glenn Jones, Reporter
   Steven Shannon, Photographer
   NBC 10 Boston

Black Women Run
   Emily Judem, Cinematography/Editor
   Meghan Smith, Reporter
   GBH

My Best Life
   Justin Kenny, Producer/Camera/Editor
   Pamela Watts, Correspondent
   WSBE

NH Chronicle: Potter’s House Bakery / Corey’s Closet
   Erin Fehlau, Producer/Reporter
   WMUR

Providence Pride, Where We Came From
   Ryan Welch, Photojournalist / Editor
   Shiina LoSciuto, Journalist
   WPRI
Striving for Equity Through Music
Lisa Thalhamer, Producer
Brian Menz, Editor
WCVB

Susan Tran - dei
Susan Tran, Producer
NBC 10 Boston

The NBC10 Investigators: Highlighting Social Injustice and Prompting Change
Ryan Kath, Investigative Reporter
James O’Halloran, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS NEWS

A Tale of Two Schools
Mimi Segel, Producer
Dan Ferrigan, Videographer
James O’Halloran, Videographer
Shira Stoll, Videographer/Editor
NBC 10 Boston

Anna Grace School
Keisha Grant, Reporter
Garett Allison, Editor
NBC Connecticut

Class Opens Door to a New World of Mechanical Engineering
John Freidah, Producer/Editor/Videographer
MIT/MechE

From Homeless To Hope: An Educator's Journey
Michael Montecalvo, Reporter
Johnny Villella, Videographer/Editor
Jennifer Quinn, Producer
WPRI

Rye Riptides
Jean Mackin, Producer
Jason Modeski, Photographer/Editor
WMUR

The View From Here
Dan Renzetti, Photographer/Producer
Andrew Hurley, Photographer/Editor
Yale University

Transition: UHart Fields Fallout from Division III Decision
Gabrielle Lucivero, Reporter
NBC Connecticut

HEALTH/MEDICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL/SCIENCE NEWS

Changing Lives with Psychedelics
Kathryn Hauser, Reporter
Adam Francis, Editor
WTNH
Connecticut’s Winter Forecast Spectacular
John Senecal, Photographer
Dakota Hitt, Motion Graphic Designer
Rachel Frank, Writer/Meteorologist
Ryan Breton, Writer/Meteorologist
FOX 61

Imperceivable poison: Maine’s schools find high levels of lead in drinking water
Christopher Costa, Multi-Skilled Journalist
Sebastian Bennage, Photojournalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

Living With Dangerous Dust
Christina Hager, Reporter
Chris Gobeille, Photographer/Editor
WBZ

Old Fish Shows New Secrets
Jack Molmud, MMJ
NEWS CENTER Maine

PFAS in Maine
Blair Best, Reporter
Brad Rogers, Reporter
Mike Hartford, Photographer/Editor
WGME CBS 13

Solar Cannabis Sustainability
Barry Littlefield, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

Space School
Angelo Bavaro, Reporter
FOX 61

HUMAN INTEREST NEWS

5 For Good Composite
Erika Tarantal, Reporter
WCVB

A Mother’s Love
Samantha Read, Reporter
WJAR

La solidaridad de Food for the World
Carmen Martinez, Reporter/Editor
Telemundo New England

Marisa’s Mission; Block after Block and Flock After Flock
Jim Altmann, Reporter
Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61
NH Chronicle: Surprise Portraits for Diners
   Mary-Paige Provost, Producer
   Todd DiOrio, Editor
   Chris Shepherd, Videographer
WMUR

The One Last Wave Project
   Hannah Donnelly, Producer/Correspondent
   Barry Littlefield, Photographer/Editor
NBC 10 Boston

Wonders on the Waves
   Justin Kenny, Camera/Editor/Producer
   Dewey Raposo, WSBE-TV
WSBE

MILITARY NEWS

Battle Over Burn Pits
   Darren Perron, Reporter
WCAX

Chronicle: Life After Service
   Kathleen Kiely, Producer
   Brian Menz, Editor
   Richard Ward, Photographer
WCVB

EL FARO Salute
   Don Carrigan, Reporter
   Sebastian Bennage, Photojournalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

He Died For His Country: PACT Act Comes Too Late for CT Veteran
   David Mulligan, Photographer/Editor
   Heidi Voight, Reporter
NBC Connecticut

Honor Flight Maine
   David Guildford, Reporter
   Sebastian Bennage, Photojournalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

Ryan Bernat Composite
   Ryan Bernat, Photographer/Editor
WTNH

This Is Our Brotherhood
   Nick Nebesny, Photographer/Editor
Boston 25 News

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT NEWS

Ballot Question Explainer Series
   Adam Reilly, Reporter
   Katie Lannan, Reporter
   Saraya Wintersmith, Reporter
   Courtney Kennedy, Executive Producer
   Matt Welch, Associate Creative Director
You better think twice before tossing the lights
Betsy Badell, Reporter
Telemundo New England

Taken and Traumatized: Parents Describe Overnight Removal of Kids by DCF
Ryan Kath, Reporter
Shira Stoll, Producer/Editor
James O’Halloran, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

War on Opioids
Alison Bologna, Reporter
Paul Tierney, Photographer
WJAR

SPORTS FEATURE NEWS

Catching Up With Red Sox Hall of Famer Bill Lee
Joshua Brogadir, Reporter
Andrew Croteau, Photographer
WCVB

NH Chronicle: Milan's Iditarod Musher
Chris Shepherd, Photographer/Editor
Erin Fehlau, Reporter/Producer/Photographer
WMUR

Ryan Bernat Composite
Ryan Bernat, Photographer/Editor
WTNH

Susan Tran - Winter Olympics
Susan Tran, Reporter
NBC 10 Boston

You Don’t Have to See it to Tee it
Jim Altman, Producer
Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61

TECHNOLOGY NEWS

I-Team Investigation: The Phones Are Listening
Seth Szilagyi, Producer
Cheryl Fiandaca, Chief Investigator
WBZ

New Shark Technology For New Shark Concerns
Robert Goulston, Reporter
Thomas Korsak, Photojournalist
Boston 25 News

Protecting Yourself from WI-FI Tracking
Erling Moe, Photographer/Editor
Boston 25 News
Scientists Use "SnotBot" Drone to Study Whales
   Jacob Wycoff, Meteorologist
   Carlos Aravena, Photojournalist
WBZ

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Art Inc. - Acorns to Becorns
   Scott Saracen, Producer/Editor/Photographer
   Tracy MacDonald, Executive Producer/Senior Producer
   Maria Saracen, Creative Consultant
WSBE

Chaos & Kindness: Henry Salas - The Mouth Ninja
   Justin Spencer, Director
   Ryan Vezina, Producer
   Henry Salas, On Camera Talent
Recycled Percussion/Chaos & Kindness

Restaurant Road Trip - Washington Prime
   Kristopher Plummer, Host/Executive Producer
   Daniel Fish, Director/Executive Producer
Connecticut Public Television

WICKED
   Shayna Seymour, Producer/Anchor
   Jennifer Platt-Ure, Photographer
   Richard Ward, Photographer
WCVB

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT-LONG FORM CONTENT

Blind Kitchen Boston
   Andrew Eldridge, Executive Producer
   Noreen Moross, Executive Producer
   Michael Callahan, Executive Producer
   Andrew Fitzgerald, Executive Producer
   Rowena Pedrena, Supervising Producer
   Laura Ling, Executive Producer
   Bime Cruz, Talent
   Jared Guirelea, Associate Producer
   Robert Kelly, Executive Producer
Another Age Productions

Chaos & Kindness: Street Dance Off
   Justin Spencer, Director
   Ryan Vezina, Producer
Recycled Percussion/Chaos & Kindness

Héroes de Telemundo Nueva Inglaterra
   Sammy Montalvo, Producer
   Miguel Garcia, Host
   Amy Lemieux, Director
   Jilisa Rawding, Director
   Doris Bardales, Reporter
   Carla Rojo, Host
   Juan Rozo, Reporter
   Diego Restrepo, Reporter
Telemundo New England
Ocean State Sessions
   Michael Riley, Producer
   Dewey Raposo, Producer

   Lindsey Poole, Editor
   Blake Carpentier, Camera

WSBE

The Nite Show with Danny Cashman - Series
   Rodney Verrill, Executive Producer
   Dan Cashman, Executive Producer
   Christie Robinson, Executive Producer
   Luke Bouchard, Executive Producer

Cashman Communications

Where ART Thou? Season two
   Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
   Todd Miller, Audio Post Production
   Catie Talarski, Supervising Producer
   David Wurtzel, Videographer
   Glenn Goettler, Audio
   Julianne Varacchi, Supervising Producer
   Ray Hardman, Host
   Maegn Boone, Production Manager
   James Kloter, Remote Audio/Video Capture
   Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
   Meghan Lyden, Editor
   Bradley O’Connor, Remote Audio/Video Capture
   Wayne Edwards, Coordinating Producer
   Mike Larini, Audio
   Ryan Caron King, Videographer

Connecticut Public Television

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS

As Schools Match Wits
   Anthony Dunne, Executive Producer
   Mark St. Jean, Executive Producer
   Eric Jones, Director
   Alex Simisky, Associate Producer/Editor
   Beth Ward, Host

WGBY

Critical Race Theory
   David Wright, Host/Reporter
   Ross Lippman, Photojournalist/Editor
   Isabella Jibilian, Producer
   Barbara Dury, Executive Producer

WSBE

CUTLINE | How the Pandemic is Reshaping Education
   Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
   David Wurtzel, Videographer
   Bradley O’Connor, Tech Manager
   Jessica Gonella, Series Producer
   Julianne Varacchi, Visuals Director/Producer
   Maegn Boone, Production Manager
   Ryan Caron King, Videographer, Audio
Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
Tyler Russell, Videographer, Editor
Walter Smith Randolph, Episode Producer
Jim Haddadin, Episode Producer
Catherine Shen, Episode Producer
Eugene Amatruda, Audio
Jason Mangini, Audio
Connecticut Public Television

Warriors Don’t Cry: A lesson for students in social justice through artistic expression
  Alex Page-Hatley, Producer
  David Wurtzel, Cinematographer
  Ryan Glista, Director
The Bushnell Center For The Performing Arts

CHILDREN/YOUTH (12 AND UNDER)

Every Rock Has A Story
  Ethan Baxter, Creator/Host
  Hakim Zziwa, Camera
  Robert Brownell, Camera/Editor
  Jennifer Walker, Producer
Boston College

Kids Connection: Fall Fun
  Katherine Clemens, Executive Producer
  Ryan Perri, Senior Producer
  Kurt Davis, Producer
  Javier Rodriguez, Producer
  Tyler Roman, Producer
  John Small, Producer
  Steve Tatsapaugh, Producer
NBC Connecticut

Meteorologist Zack Green - Weather Education Day at Gillette Stadium
  Zack Green, Meteorologist
WBZ

NESN Clubhouse
  Justine Pouravelis, Coordinating Producer
  Paul Paquette, Producer
  Adam Pellerin, Host
  Jaden Onwuakor, Co-Host
  Sophia O’Brien, Co-Host
New England Sports Network

NH Chronicle: New Hampshire Kid Governor
  Karen Meyers, Reporter/Producer
  Jason Modeski, Photographer
WMUR

ENVIRONMENT/SCIENCE

Boston Harbor: Dirty Secret to Dazzling Destination
  Jesse Grossi, Writer / Producer
  Bob Oliver, Videographer
  Brian Menz, Editor
WCVB
Connecticut In Color
Leslie Mayes, Host
David Mulligan, Photographer/editor
Mike Gearin, Aerial Photographer
Garett Allison, Photographer/Editor
Eric Weeks, Producer
NBC Connecticut

Cutline | Spotlight on Juvenile Justice
Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
David Wurtzel, Videographer, Editor
Jessica Gonella, Series Producer
Jim Haddadin, Episode Producer
Julianne Varacchi, Producer/Visuals Director
Maegn Boone, Production Manager
Ryan Caron King, Videographer
Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
Walter Smith Randolph, Episode Producer
Ayannah Brown, Production Assistant
Glenn Goettler, Audio
Edward Gonsalves, Videographer, Audio
Andrew Heavisides, Videographer
Michael Larini, Audio
Connecticut Public Television

Weckuwapashtit (Those Yet to Come)
Adam Mazo, Producer
Geo Neptune, Co-director
Brianna Smith, Co-director
Nia Tero, Upstander Project, in association with REI Co-op Studios

Weckuwapok (The Approaching Dawn)
Adam Mazo, Producer
Chris Newell, Co-director
Nia Tero, Upstander Project, in association with REI Co-op Studios

DOCUMENTARY

A Solemn Promise
Brian Bechard, Producer
Kirk Wolfinger, Producer
Nick Woodward, Director Of Photography
Rushmore DeNooyer, Narrator
Rebecca Conley, Graphics
Nick Godfrey, Drone Photography/Grip
Jennifer Rooks, Script Supervisor
Maine Public Broadcasting Network

Haiti Day by Day
Scott Sniffen, Producer/Director
Robert Doran, Executive Producer
Sniffen Productions

Just Yesterday: Sandy Hook Ten Years Later
Lorraine Roe, Producer
Tracy Davis, Producer
Doug Steinman, Editor
Amber Diaz, Producer
Keisha Grant, Producer
Heidi Voight, Producer
David Mulligan, Photojournalist
Garett Allison, Photojournalist
Bryan McIndoe, Photojournalist
Steve Pancione, Photojournalist
Kurt Davis, Editor
Travis Sattiewhite, Producer
Kristen Linnartz, Producer
Michael Gearin, Drone Pilot
Shannon Miller, Producer
NBC Connecticut

Powering Puerto Rico
Adam Fischer, Director
Eugene Smotkin, Producer
Northeastern University - Northeastern Films

Slatersville: America's First Mill Village
Christian De Rezendes, Producer/Director
Breaking Branches Pictures

The Dividing Scar: Massachusetts and the Four Lost Towns
Shira Stoll, Director/Producer/Editor
Barry Littlefield, Videographer
Lauren Kleciak, Videographer
Aaron Strader, Videographer
Dave Allen, Designer/Animator
Michael Gearin, Drone Videographer
Roberto Garcia, Drone Videographer
NBC 10 Boston

HEALTH/MEDICAL-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Fighting Back: Thriving In the Face of Adversity
Nicole Estaphan, Reporter/Producer
Brian Menz, Editor
WCVB

Gun Shot Women
Jeffrey Teitler, Producer
Anya Romanowski, Producer
María Del Sol Ibañez, Producer
Nicholas Dethlefsen, Producer
Rebecca Stewart, Producer
Hartford HealthCare

State of Emergency - No Judgement Zone
Jeffrey Teitler, Producer
Anya Romanowski, Producer
Nicholas Dethlefsen, Producer
Rebecca Stewart, Producer
Hartford HealthCare

HEALTH/MEDICAL-LONG FORM CONTENT

No Nominees
Adger Cowans | Movie stars, jazz icons, water and light: photographer Adger Cowans reflects on his life’s work
   Ryan Caron King, Producer/Videographer/Editor
   Tyler Russell, Videographer
   Julianne Varacchi, Producer
   Jason Mangini, Audio
Connecticut Public Television

Antisemitism Rising: Bearing Witness Then and Now (Shorts Series)
   Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
   David Wurtzel, Editor
   Diane Orson, Host/Episode Producer
   Jessica Gonella, Series Producer
   Julianne Varacchi, Producer/Visuals Director
   Maegn Boone, Production Manager
   Ryan Caron King, Videographer
   Tyler Russell, Videographer
Connecticut Public Television

Before Hollywood
   Scott Saracen, Producer, Editor
   Dewey Raposo, Photographer
WSBE

Jennie B. Powers: The Woman Who Dares
   Elizabeth Myer, Director/Editor
   Jenna Carroll, Writer
SALT Project, INC.

Len Jacobs, MD - Stop the Bleed
   Jeffery Teitler, Producer
   Nicholas Dethlefsen, Producer
   Rebecca Stewart, Producer
Hartford HealthCare

Lombard’s Genius
   Don Carrigan, Reporter
   Kirk Cratty, Photojournalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

Dirigo: Maine at Gettysburg
   Daniel Lambert, Producer
Lambert Films

Hidden History
   Ramen Cromwell, Producer
   Richard Ward, Photographer
   Anthony Everett, Reporter
WCVB

Maker’s Way - The Instruments of Expression
   Rory Strunk, Executive Producer
   Tristan Noyes, Executive Producer - Director
O’Maine Studios
Return to Auschwitz: The Survival of Vladimir Munk
   Paul Frederick, Director
   Julie Canepa, Writer
   Bruce Carlin, Producer
   Paul Frederick Productions/Adirondack Coast Studios

The Golden Road
   Clint Conley, Producer
   Brian Menz, Editor
   Richard Ward, Videographer
   Anthony Everett, Reporter
   WCVB

Tradiciones de Navidad
   Lorenna Monroig Ramos, Producer
   Jesus Quiñonez, Host
   Doris Bardales, Reporter
   Betsy Badell, Reporter
   Carmen Martinez, Host
   David De Matteis, Reporter
   Juan Rozo, Producer
   Laura Cardona, Executive Producer
   Johnathan Latorre, Photographer
   Telemundo New England

INFORMATIONAL/INSTRUCTIONAL

Ahead of the Storm: FOX61 Severe Weather Special
   Jessica Henry, Executive Producer
   Zachary Kliman, Editor
   Boris Shaw, Marketing Producer, Graphic Artist
   Sara Sanchez, Anchor
   FOX 61

How do airplanes fly giant banner ads?
   Edgar Herwick, Reporter/Host/Writer
   Joanie Tobin, Producer
   Robert Tokanel, Editor
   Deb Holland, Editor
   Chelsea Merz, Executive Producer
   Gia Caruso, Series Designer
   GBH

Resourceful 3
   Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
   Ayannah Brown, Production Assistant
   Julianne Varacchi, Visuals Director
   Maegn Boone, Production Manager
   Meghan Lyden, Editor
   Joe Amon, Videographer
   Ryan Caron King, Videographer
   Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
   Jim Surber, Producer
   Tyler Russell, Videographer
   Jason Mangini, Audio
   Michael Larini, Audio
   Connecticut Public Television
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Responde El Especial
   Betsy Badell, Host
   Laura Cardona, Executive Producer
   Alejandra Zimmermann, Producer
   Grace Gómez, Host
   Jarryd Guinard, Director
   Azalea Roesler,
   Miryam Masihy,
   Zugey Lamela, Reporter
Telemundo New England

The Color Connection
   Nicole Estaphan, Reporter/Producer
   Deb Therrien, Editor
WCWB

INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

Bishop Thomas Tobin
   David Wright, Host/Producer
   Ross Lippman, Photojournalist/Editor
   Justin Kenny, Editor
WSBE

Charlie Moore Outdoors - Pat Badger Extreme
   Charlie Moore, Host/Executive Producer/Writer
   Douglas Orr, Executive Producer/Writer
   John Derba, Videographer/Editor/Producer
   Gregory Boghosian, Videographer/Producer
   Anthony Moore, Videographer/Producer
   Sean Keough, Videographer/Producer
Mad Fish Productions/New England Sports Network

Enfoque Nueva Inglaterra
   Sammy Montalvo, Producer
   José A. Rivera Adrovet, Anchor
Telemundo New England

Greenlight Maine Presents: Elevating Voices
   Kristopher Bridges, Producer/Director/Editor
   Julene Gervais, Producer, Host
   Nat Thompson, Executive Producer
   Isla Dickerson, Executive Producer
Greenlight Maine Productions

Homegoings: Ferene Paris Meyer
   Myra Flynn, Host/Reporter
   David Littlefield, Director/Editor
Vermont PBS

LIFESTYLE

Acorn to Arabella
   Anthony Everett, Producer/Writer
   Ellen Boyce, Editor
   Jennifer Platt-Ure, Photographer
WCWB
An International Artisans View of Motorcycles
  Zack Green, Anchor
WBZ

Comfort Food
  Eric Sherman, Executive Producer
  Dan Andelman, Showrunner/Host
  Deborah Hurley O’Toole, Senior Producer
  Greg Dole, Director Of Photography/Editor
  Vanessa Howland, Senior Editor/Videographer
  Michael Davis, Editor
  Thomas Korsak, Editor
Phantom Gourmet

CT LIVE!
  Lisa Lamontagne, Producer
  Taylor Kinzler, Host / MMJ
  John Mongeau, Videographer / Editor
NBC Connecticut

Dining Around the World-East/South East Asian Cuisine
  Ramen Cromwell, Producer
  Ellen Boyce, Editor
  Jennifer Platt-Ure, Photographer
WCVB

Restaurant Road Trip - The Queen, The Judy and the Good Old Days
  Kristopher Plummer, Host/Executive Producer
  Daniel Fish, Director/Executive Producer
  Alex Cannata, Camera Operator/Editor
  John Spinnato, Camera Operator
  Justin Mashuta, Visual Effects Artist
  Glenn Goettler, Audio
  Daniel Monroe, Culinary Producer
  Jeffrey Purrazzi, Producer
Connecticut Public Television

Travel Moore with Anthony Moore - Beefie Boys
  Anthony Moore, Host/Executive Producer/Writer
  John Derba, Executive Producer/Videographer/Editor
  Sean Keough, Videographer/Producer
  Gregory Boghosian, Videographer/Producer
  Douglas Orr, Executive Producer/Director
  Charlie Moore, Executive Producer/Director
New England Sports Network

MAGAZINE PROGRAM

Chaos & Kindness: Cort & The Power of Music
  Justin Spencer, Producer
  Ryan Vezina, Editor
Recycled Percussion/Chaos & Kindness

Chronicle: 40 Years
  Julie Mehegan, Producer
  Stella Gould, Producer
  Shayna Seymour, Anchor/Reporter
  Anthony Everett, Anchor/Reporter
  Brian Menz, Editor
Ellen Boyce, Editor
Rick LeBlanc, Editor
Ramen Cromwell, Producer
Dorothy Will, Director
Bob Oliver, Photographer
Richard Ward, Photographer
Theodore Reinstein, Producer/Reporter
WCVB

Main Streets and Back Roads of Ellsworth, Maine
Clint Conley, Producer
Deb Therrien, Editor
WCVB

NBC Connecticut's Hidden In Plain Sight
Dan Corcoran, Producer/Host
Julia Skrobak, Producer
Mike Gearin, Aerial Video Production
Jonathan Wardle, Photographer
NBC Connecticut

New England Traveler - Destination Salem Part One
Gregory Boghosian, Host/Executive Producer
Charlie Moore, Executive Producer
Anthony Moreschi, Videographer/Editor
Mad Fish Productions

Simply Southern New England
Alexandra Contos, Producer
Freelance

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

Decision 2022 Governor's Debate
Daniel Paquet, Producer
Suzanne Nadeau-Beever, Executive Producer
Gene Valicenti, Moderator
Walter Franco, Director
WJAR

Decision 2022: Connecticut's Governor Candidates Forum
Travis Sattiewhite, Producer
Melissa Warner, Producer
Amanda Beaulieu, Producer
Katherine Loy, Producer
Stephanie O'Connell, Producer
Michael Hydeck, Anchor
Grace Gómez, Anchor
Jason Hendry, Director
Laura Cardona, Producer
Amanda Steffen, Producer
NBC Connecticut

Final Debate For Governor
Emeric Feldmar, Engineering Manager
Jenny Barron, Producer
Dorothy Will, Director
SOCIETAL CONCERNS

SHORT FORM CONTENT

CITY OF LAWRENCE - Stockton Park Renovation Kickoff & Christmas Tree Lighting
Omar Guzman-Hernandez, General Producer
Virus Deportivo @ Television Dominicana

Escape From Kabul
Nicole Estaphan, Reporter
WCVB

How Making Compost Can Fix Our Trash Problem
Ryan Caron King, Producer/Videographer/Editor
Ayannah Brown, Audio
Julianne Varacchi, Visuals Director, Producer
Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
David Wurtzel, Videographer
Connecticut Public Television

Kate Price has memories of being horribly abused as a child. Would anyone else remember?
Andrea Patiño Contreras, Producer/Editor/Cinematographer
The Boston Globe

NH Chronicle: Magnify Voices- Teen Mental Health
Karen Meyers, Reporter/Producer
Joel Wade, Photographer
WMUR

SOCIETAL CONCERNS-LONG FORM CONTENT

Children of Apathy: Addiction in the Promised Land
Joe Aidonidis, Director
Great Sky Media
CUTLINE | Antisemitism Rising: Bearing Witness Then and Now
   Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
   Julianne Varacchi, Producer/Visuals Director
   Maegn Boone, Production Manager/Technical Director
   David Wurtzel, Editor/Videographer
   Ryan Caron King, Videographer
   Tyler Russell, Videographer
   Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
   Diane Orson, Host/Producer
   Jessica Gonella, Series Producer
   Bradley O’Connor, Technical Manager
   James Kloter, Remote Audio Capture
   Glenn Goettler, Audio
   Ayannah Brown, Production Assistant

Connecticut Public Television

Inside the Epicenter of Massachusetts Drug & Homelessness Crisis
   Jesse Grossi, Writer/Producer
   Bob Oliver, Videographer
   Ellen Boyce, Editor
   Jim Goff, Videographer
   Chris Garvin, Videographer

WCVB

James Foley: Life and Legacy
   Alisha McDevitt, News Director
   Keith Baldi, Asst. News Director
   Susan White, Producer
   Jean Mackin, Anchor/Reporter
   Jason Modeski, Editor
   David Sakowich, Assignment Manager
   Chris McDevitt, Editor

WMUR

Rhode Island Mayoral Candidate Forum
   Laura Cardona, Executive Producer
   Carmen Martínez, Reporter
   Diego Restrepo, Producer
   Grace Gómez, Host
   Jarryd Guinard, Director
   Miguel Garcia, Producer

Telemundo New England

Seeking Shelter
   Nicole Estaphan, Producer
   Brian Menz, Editor

WCVB

Soul of the Soil
   Andre Costantini, Producer/Photography

Silly Dancing Corporation

SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE

America's Hometown Thanksgiving Celebration
   Clarke Dempsey, Director
   Jenny Barron, Producer
   Don Potito, Technical Director
Michael Murgia, Engineer In Charge
Timothy Devlin, Photographer
Ted Cooper, Photographer
David Gardiner, Audio Engineer
Collin Florence, Operations
Emeric Feldmar, Engineer
Jack Sears, Producer
Ro Dooley Webster, Producer
WCVB

End of Watch
Tim Caputo, Anchor
Shannon Mulaire, Anchor
NECN/NBC 10 Boston

Governor's Race: The First Debate
Mary Plansky, Executive Producer
James O’Halloran, Videographer
Cory Smith, Anchor/Panelist
Brittney Figueira, Producer
Erica Jorgensen, Executive Producer
Latoya Edwards, Anchor/Moderator
Grace Gómez, Anchor/Panelist
Jessica Silva, Supervising Director
Jarryd Guinard, Director
NBC 10 Boston

Holiday Lights 2022
Ro Dooley Webster, Executive Producer
Dorothy Will, Director
Kathleen Kiely, Producer
Anthony Everett, Host
Shayna Seymour, Host
Michael Murgia, Engineer In Charge
David Gardiner, Engineer Crew Chief / Audio
Don Potito, Technical Director
Rick LeBlanc, Editor
Emily Umana, Production Coordinator
Emeric Feldmar, Director Of Engineering / Engineer
WCVB

The Fourth Annual Cars & Cops Car Show - 2022
John Prudent, Director/ Videographer/ Editor
Saugus Television

Young@Heart 40th Anniversary Concert
Jeromie Whalen, Producer/Director
Julia Van IJken, Editor
Albert Williams, Executive Producer
Northampton Open Media/Northampton High School

SPORTS STORY

Crease to Canvas
Fred Nutter, Executive Producer
George Balekji, Reporter
Matt Schindler, Producer
New England Sports Network
Maria Gakdeng’s Journey
   Drew Garland, Producer
   Valerie Ferrante, Editor
   Aiyana Langa, Assistant Content Producer
New England Sports Network

Massport Jets
   Steven Garabedian, Producer
   Mike Clyde, Senior Editor
New England Sports Network

The Grind
   Matt Carney, Producer
Boston Celtics

The Perfect Vision | Blind Ice Hockey In Connecticut
   David Wurtzel, Producer/Videographer/Editor
   Julianne Varacchi, Executive Producer
   Sam Hockaday, Visuals Effects
   Mark Mirko, Producer/Videographer/Editor
Connecticut Public Television

Willie O’Ree Jersey Retirement
   Michael Bieke, Producer/Editor
   Andrea Mazzarelli, Producer
   Brandon McNelis, Producer
   Kerry Collins, Producer
   Jim Krone, Graphic Design/Motion Graphics
   Jeff Jordan, Graphic Design/Motion Graphics
   Cam Neely, Producer
   Charlie Jacobs, Producer
   Jeremy Jacobs, Producer
Boston Bruins

SPORTS PROGRAM – LIVE

Celtics Pregame Live at The Finals
   Kevin Miller, VP, Content Creation And Strategy
   Paul Lucey, Executive Producer - Live Events
   Jim Aberdale, Supervising Producer - Celtics
   Max Lederman, Multi-Platform AP
   Mark Hazlett, Multi-Platform AP
   Josh Canu, Media Editor
   Amina Smith, Talent
   Brian Scalabrine, Talent
   Edward House, Analyst
   Chris Forsberg, Talent
   Che Harris, Senior Manager, Production And Remote Ops
   Jeff Garcia, Production Specialist
NBC Sports Boston

NewsCenter 5 Sports OT: The Death of Bill Russell
   Brian Gentry, Director
   Joseph Castiglione, Anchor
WCVB

Patriots GameDay
   Jackie Connally, Producer
WBZ
Red Sox Pre-Postgame on NESN
  John Ziomek, Senior Producer
  Sean Allen, Senior Producer
  Mike Barry, Supervising Producer
  Mark Mirlocca, Content Producer
  Todd Kerrissey, Content Producer
  Tom Caron, Host
  Tim Wakefield, Analyst
  Jim Rice, Analyst
  Lenny DiNardo, Analyst
  Will Middlebrooks, Analyst
  Adam Pellerin, Host
  Jahmai Webster, Reporter
New England Sports Network

SPORTS PROGRAM – POST-PRODUCED OR EDITED

A Sports Final Special With Bob Lobel
  Steve Burton, Host
  Joe Giza, Producer/Editor
  Terry McNamara, Photographer/Producer
WBZ

Behind the B Episode 1006
  Jeremy Jacobs, Executive Producer
  Charlie Jacobs, Executive Producer
  Cam Neely, Executive Producer
  Brandon McNelis, Executive Producer
  Charlie Moore, Executive Producer/Writer
  Robert Sylvester, Executive Producer/Writer/Editor
  Michael Penhollow, Executive Producer/Videographer
  Douglas Orr, Executive Producer
  Denis Leary, Narrator/writer
  Eric Russo, Producer
  Travis Basciotta, Producer
  Zachary Concannon, Producer/Videographer
  Jonny Folsom, Videographer
Boston Bruins/ Mad Fish Productions

Charlie Moore Outdoors - Bobby Carpenter
  Charlie Moore, Host/Executive Producer/Writer
  Douglas Orr, Executive Producer/Director
  Gregory Boghosian, Videographer/Producer
  John Derba, Producer/Editor
  Anthony Moore, Videographer/Producer
  Sean Keough, Videographer/Producer
Mad Fish Productions/New England Sports Network

My Story Series
  Howard Zalkowitz, Executive Producer
  Justine Pouravelis, Supervising Producer
  Brian Zechello, Coordinating Producer
  Tyler Borges, Content Producer/Editor
  Mike Emond, Content Producer
  Aiyana Langa, Content Producer
  Tom Caron, Talent
  Jahmai Webster, Talent
Sophia Jurksztowicz, Talent
Andy Brickley, Talent
Valerie Ferrante, Editor
New England Sports Network

Red Sox Report: All Access
John Carter, Producer
Kellan Reck, Producer
Luke Fraser, Producer
Erin Foreman, Producer
Caleb Uhl, Producer
The Boston Red Sox

Thank Golf It’s Friday
Kevin Miller, VP, Content Creation And Strategy
Tom Giles, Talent
Steve Hamblin, Multi-Platform AP
Adam Hart, Senior Manager, Creative Content
Ryan Prowencher, Preditor
Kevin DuCharme, Preditor
NBC Sports Boston

SPORTS – ONE-TIME SPECIAL

A Day In The Life: The Bat Boy
Stacey Lamboni, Producer
Caleb Uhl, Producer
The Boston Red Sox

Bell Biv DeVoe at Fenway Park
Ricky Bell, Executive Producer
Michael Bivins, Executive Producer
Ronnie DeVoe, Executive Producer
Howard Zalkowitz, Co-Executive Producer
Eric Baker, Co-Producer
Justine Pouravelis, Director
Tyler Borges, Producer
Mike Emond, Content Producer
Dana Barros, Narrator
Robin Hobart, Art Designer
Stephen Tagarelis, Photographer
Steve DaSilva, Photographer
New England Sports Network

Kevin Garnett Number Retirement Ceremony
Kevin Miller, VP, Content Creation And Strategy
Paul Lucey, Executive Producer - Live Events
Jim Aberdale, Supervising Producer - Celtics
Max Lederman, Multi-Platform AP
Mark Hazlett, Multi-Platform AP
NBC Sports Boston

On Her Mark: Title IX
Hannah Donnelly, Producer
Spike Kittrell, Director
NBC 10 Boston
Red Sox Report: A Cooperstown Reunion
  John Carter, Producer
  Kellan Reck, Producer
  Stacey Lamboni, Producer
  Josh Mitnick, Producer
  Erin Foreman, Producer
The Boston Red Sox

The White Mamba
  Eran Lobel, Executive Producer
ELEMENT

SPORTS INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

Charlie Moore Outdoors - Todd Angilly
  Charlie Moore, Host/Executive Producer/Writer
  John Derba, Videographer/Producer/Editor
  Douglas Orr, Executive Producer/Director
  Gregory Boghosian, Videographer/Producer
  Sean Keough, Videographer/Producer
  Anthony Moore, Videographer/Producer
Mad Fish Productions/New England Sports Network

David Ortiz Camino a Cooperstown
  Carmen Martínez, Host/Writer
  Jesus Quinonez, Anchor
  James O’Halloran, Photographer
  Dan Ferrigan, Photographer
  Jairo Lemes, Photographer
  Sammy Montalvo, Producer
  Damaris Bonilla, News Director
  Paulo Bauch, Photographer
Telemundo New England

Early Edition
  Trenni Kusnierek, Talent
  Brian O’Neill, Senior Coordinating Producer
  Jeff Capotosto, Coordinating Producer
NBC Sports Boston

History Remembered - Negro League/Black Coaches
  Ramen Cromwell, Producer
  Shayna Seymour, Reporter
  Brian Menz, Editor
WCVB

Remembering Jerry
  Howard Zalkowitz, Executive Producer
  Mike Barry, Senior Producer
  Steven Garabedian, Segment Producer
  Tom Caron, Host/Producer
  Tyler Borges, Senior Editor
  Janet Bryan, Senior Director
New England Sports Network
LIVE SPORTING EVENT/GAME

2022 Boston Marathon
   Jackie Connally, Executive Producer
   Lisa Hughes, Host
   David Wade, Reporter
   Joe Giza, Producer
   Kevin Osgood, Producer
   Bryan Foley, Operations Manager
   Lisa Bumbaca, Director
   Tisha Wilson, Associate Director
   Christopher Perry, Technical Director

   Levan Reid, Reporter
   Steve Burton, Reporter
   Albert Goebel, Crew Chief

WBZ

Boston Celtics Basketball
   Paul Lucey, Executive Producer
   Jeff Grice, Senior Editor
   Jim Edmonds, Director
   Mike Gorman, Talent
   Brian Scalabrine, Analyst
   Abigail Chin, Reporter
   Barry Alley, Chief Photographer

NBC Sports Boston

Bruins on NESN
   Brian Zechello, Coordinating Producer
   Rose Mirakian-Wheeler, Coordinating Director
   Patrick White, Senior Remote Graphics Producer
   Jack Edwards, Play-by-Play Announcer
   Andy Brickley, Analyst
   Sophia Jurksztowicz, Rinkside Reporter
   Andrew Raycroft, Rinkside Reporter
   Adam Pellerin, Rinkside Reporter
   Timothy Peterson, Editorial Analyst Producer

New England Sports Network

Red Sox on NESN
   Dan Aspan, Senior Producer/Senior Director
   Michael Narracci, Coordinating Director
   Amy Johnson, Senior Producer
   Greg Sebastiao, Elements Producer
   Steven Garabedian, Elements Producer
   Brigitte Sheerin, Remote Graphics Producer
   David O’Brien, Play-by-Play Announcer
   Dennis Eckersley, Analyst
   Kevin Youkilis, Analyst
   Jahmai Webster, Sideline Reporter

New England Sports Network

WooSox Broadcast - Chris Sale Day
   Cooper Boardman, Sideline Reporter
   Derrick Willand, Producer/Graphics
   Dylan McCaffery, Producer/Replay
   Timothy Quitadamo, Producer
   Tyler Murray, Broadcaster
Michael DeMars, Sr. Director  
Jacob Cohen, Director  
Jim Cain, Broadcaster  
Worcester Red Sox

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT-SINGLE SPOT

Clear The List  
Sean Barnacoat, Writer/Producer  
Peter Slabysz, Photographer  
WBZ

Give Reefs a Chance  
Craig LaPlante, Director/Producer  
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

In Their Eyes: Three Children Learn To See The Dark  
Nick Puleo, Producer/Writer/Photographer  
Daniel Withrow, Videographer/Editor  
Rondi Stearns, Producer  
Appalachian Mountain Club / Comsint

Thank You, Coach - Steve Gladstone Retirement  
Brad Ahern, Director/Videographer/Editor  
Community Media Stations/Yale Athletics

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT-CAMPAIGN

The Ripple Effect - Drugged & Drunk  
Dante Bellini, Director/Executive Producer  
John Rametta, Editing/Music Composer/Sound Design  
Mauro Colangelo, Music Composer/Sound Design  
Eric Latek, Cinematographer/Editor  
David Zapatka, Producer  
Hooligan Film Productions

WEEI/NESN Jimmy Fund Radio-Telethon - 2022 Promo Campaign  
Jeff Reagan, Sr. Producer  
Rick Booth, Creative Director  
Rose Mirakian, Coordinating Director  
Bethany Marshall, Supervising Producer  
Robin Hobart, Sr. Broadcast Designer  
Thomas Csizmadia, Sr. Broadcast Designer  
New England Sports Network

WMUR Heroes Among Us  
Angela Tetreault, Producer  
Nicholas Merlo, Writer, Producer, Editor, Photographer  
Alex Jasiukowicz, Producer  
Gary Reynolds, Producer  
WMUR

NEWS PROMOTION-TOPICAL/IMAGE-SINGLE SPOT

A Greater Boston Starts Here  
Bill Ritchotte, Producer/Editor  
Sean Barnacoat, Writer/Producer  
WBZ
Chris Tanaka Image
  Sean Barnacoat, Producer
  Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor
  Michael Ruzicka, Production Director
  Peter Slabysz, Photographer
WBZ

NewsCenter 5: Breaking News
  Russ Nelligan, Executive Producer
  Richard Feindel, Producer/Editor
  Steve Stone, Voice Over Talent
WCVB

The Hamilton Strangler
  Andreas Michaelides, Editor
WHDH

Two weeks in America
  Anush Elbakyan, Producer
The Boston Globe

Winter Weather
  Fabio LoNero, Senior Producer
  Chris Kirby, Art Director
  Anthony Quinn, Photographer/Editor
  Spencer Davis, Producer
WTNH

NEWS PROMOTION-CAMPAIGN

Just Yesterday: Sandy Hook Ten Years Later
  Ryan Perri, Producer
  John Small, Producer
NBC Connecticut

New England's Weather Guy
  Sean Barnacoat, Producer
  Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor
  Michael Ruzicka, Production Director
  Peter Slabysz, Photographer
WBZ

News Worthy of You
  Kathleen McKendry, Senior Producer
  Laura Gremelsbacker, Executive Producer
  TJ Powers, Creative Director
  Thomas Kraus, Senior Producer
  Christian Cavicchio, Producer
  Michael Giannamore, Graphic Designer
  Stephanie Rametta, Graphic Designer
  Jason Brown, Senior Producer
NBC 10 Boston
Next Weather
  Bill Ritchotte, Producer/Editor
  Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor
  Peter Slabysz, Photographer
  Michael Ruzicka, Production Director
WBZ

Question Everything
  Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor
WBZ

Your Maine Connection
  Karen Schwarzer, Marketing Producer
NEWS CENTER Maine

PROGRAM PROMOTION-SINGLE SPOT

2022 Boston Celtics City Edition Jersey Reveal | Bill Russell
  Griffin Nash, Producer
  Clifford Nash, Producer
  Trevor Mackinnon, Editor
  Leanda Mills, Producer
  Samuel Crocker, Producer
  Matt Carney, Producer
  Nicole Federico, Producer
Nash Pictures LLC/Boston Celtics

2022 Celtics Playoff Campaign Kickoff
  Samuel Crocker, Producer
  Matt Carney, Producer
  Leanda Mills, Producer
Boston Celtics

Celtics NBA Christmas Day Rap
  Russ Nelligan, Executive Producer
  Christine Vell, Editor/Graphics Compositor
  Richard Feindel, Producer
  Steve Stone, Voice Over Talent
WCVB

David Ortiz Hall of Fame Tribute
  John Carter, Producer
  Tim Heintzelman, Producer
  Billie Weiss, Producer
  Kellan Reck, Producer
  Stacey Lamboni, Producer
The Boston Red Sox

Red Sox 2022 Opening Day
  Vincent Rubinaccio, Sr. Producer
  Rick Booth, Creative Director
  Bethany Marshall, Supervising Producer
  Robin Hobart, Sr. Broadcast Designer
New England Sports Network
WCVB Channel 5, 50 Years
Russ Nelligan, Executive Producer
Richard Feindel, Producer/Editor
Ben Phillippo, Lighting

PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN

Boston Red Sox Opening Day Campaign
Tim Heintzelman, Producer
Billie Weiss, Producer
Kellan Reck, Producer
Caleb Uhl, Producer

Connecticut Public Food Campaign
Lauren Komrosky, Executive Producer
Julianne Varacachi, Producer
Sam Hockaday, Animator
Daniel Fish, Editor
Kristopher Plummer, Host/Producer

Connecticut Public Television

NESN 360 Launch Campaign
Ahmed Darwish, Chief Marketing Officer
Casey Blossom, Director Of Marketing & PR
Rick Booth, Creative Director
Mitch Monson, Creative Director
Burke Miles, Creative Director
Bethany Marshall, Producer
Robin Hobart, Sr. Designer
Elyse Pollard, Brand Marketing Manager

New England Sports Network

New England Revolution on CBS Boston
Ron Wilhelmsen, Designer
Kristina Ravanis, Writer/Editor

WBZ

Telemundo Nueva Inglaterra in your community - World Cup 2022
Miguel Garcia, Promotions Manager
Stephanie Rametta, Graphic Designer
TJ Powers, Director, Creative Services
Catherine Cintron, Producer
Jose Gonzalez, Producer
Michael Giannamore, Design Manager
Laura Gremelsbacker, Executive Producer

Telemundo New England

COMMERCIAL

Bank of the Wild
H. Thomas Adjemian, Director
Saltwater Collective
Eastern Propane Training
Ben Phillippo, Writer/Producer
Gregory Kidd, Director
Kevin Yarr, Sound Recordist
Tracy Carracedo, Associate Producer
WCVB

Fallon Health TV
Scott Zoback, Managing Director
Jen Perry, Executive Creative Director
Jamie Ong-Goldring, Group Account Director
Emily Rothenberg, Account Manager
José Nieto, Chief Strategy Officer
Cyan Dana, Director Of Creative Operations
ThinkArgus

Hospitality Homes
Steve Liss, Director
George Giglio, Director
Boston Filmworks

MaineHealth Gratitude Campaign
Charlie Berg, Videographer
Ben Emery, Writer
Jerry Izzo, Producer
Words From The Woods

Science Fiction
Eran Lobel, Executive Producer
ELEMENT

See Plymouth "Talk to the Rock"
Ben Phillippo, Writer/Producer
Gregory Kidd, Director
Kevin Yarr, Sound Recordist
Tracy Carracedo, Associate Producer
WCVB

Suburban Therapy
Ben Phillippo, Writer/Producer
Gregory Kidd, Director
Sean Finley, Sound Recordist
Tracy Carracedo, Associate Producer
WCVB

ANCHOR-NEWS

Antoinette Antonio
Antoinette Antonio, Anchor
WCVB

Carmen Martinez Anchor
Carmen Martinez, Anchor
Telemundo New England

Ed Harding
Ed Harding, Anchor
WCVB
Kevin Nathan Anchor Composite
   Kevin Nathan, Anchor
   NBC Connecticut

Vanessa Welch Anchor
   Vanessa Welch, Anchor
   Boston 25 News

ANCHOR-WEATHER

Blizzard in Boston-Meteorologist Sarah Wroblewski
   Sarah Wroblewski, Meteorologist
   WBZ

Cindy Fitzgibbon
   Cindy Fitzgibbon, Meteorologist
   WCVB

Lemanowicz Weather Composite
   Kevin Lemanowicz, Chief Meteorologist
   Boston 25 News

Meteorologist Ryan Breton: Science Behind The Forecast
   Ryan Breton, Meteorologist
   FOX 61

New England's WX in Augmented Reality with Tania Leal
   Tania Leal, Meteorologist
   NBC 10 Boston

Rachel Frank - Beyond The Forecast
   Rachel Frank, Chief Meteorologist
   FOX 61

Weathering The Storms with Meteorologist Eric Fisher
   Eric Fisher, Chief Meteorologist
   WBZ

REPORTER-FEATURE/HUMAN INTEREST

Brandon Truitt Reports
   Brandon Truitt, Reporter
   WBZ

Erin Fehlau Feature Reporter Composite
   Erin Fehlau, Producer/Reporter
   WMUR

Life in the D-Block; Jim Altman Features
   Jim Altman, Reporter
   FOX 61

Louisa Moller composite, seeing the patient as person
   Louisa Moller, Reporter
   WBZ

Matt Reed Composite
   Matt Reed, Reporter
   WCVB
REPORTER-DAILY NEWS

Eli Rosenberg Reports
   Eli Rosenberg, Reporter
   NBC 10 Boston

Emily Maher
   Emily Maher, Reporter
   WCVB

Jeff Saperstone Reports
   Jeff Saperstone, Reporter
   NBC 10 Boston

Kathryn Hauser Composite - Reporting
   Kathryn Hauser, Reporter
   WTNH

Mary Saladna
   Mary Saladna, Reporter
   WCVB

Paulo Alvarado - Reportero
   Paulo Alvarado, Reporter
   Telemundo New England

Robert Goulston, General Assignment Reporter
   Robert Goulston, Reporter
   Boston 25 News

REPORTER-INVESTIGATIVE

Kathy Curran Investigative Reporter
   Kathy Curran, Reporter/Producer
   WCVB

Mike Beaudet Composite
   Mike Beaudet, Reporter
   WCVB

NBC10 Investigator Ryan Kath
   Ryan Kath, Investigative Reporter
   NBC 10 Boston

School Scandal
   Tim White, Investigative Reporter
   Eli Sherman, Investigative Reporter
   WPRI

Ted Daniel 25 Investigates
   Ted Daniel, Reporter/Producer
   Boston 25 News
REPORTER-SPORTS

From Long Shots to Sure Shots; Jim Altman Sports
Jim Altman, Reporter
FOX 61

Gabrielle Lucivero - Sports Reporter Composite
Gabrielle Lucivero, Reporter/Photographer
NBC Connecticut

Josh Brogadir Composite
Joshua Brogadir, Reporter
WCVB

Naoko Funayama
Naoko Funayama, Sports Reporter
WCVB

Tom Caron Composite
Tom Caron, NESN Host
New England Sports Network

COMMENTATOR/EDITORIALIST

Jon Keller Composite
Jonathan Keller, Political Analyst
WBZ

Just Say It: An editorial on gay rights
Zach Blanchard, Reporter/MMJ
NEWS CENTER Maine

WCVB 2022 Editorials
Kyle Grimes, Editorialist
Karen Holmes Ward, Editorial Board Member
Ted Reinstein, Editorial Board Member
Russ Nelligan, Editorial Board Member
Julie Mehegan, Editorial Board Member
Rick LeBlanc, Editor
WCVB

PERFORMER/NARRATOR

Betsy Golden-Kellem, Showman's Shorts Host
Betsy Golden Kellem, Host
William Sarris Productions

Performer/Narrator: Henry Salas - Mouth Ninja
Alisha McDevitt, Narrator
Chaos & Kindness

Performer/Narrator: Justin Spencer
Justin Spencer, Narrator
Recycled Percussion
PROGRAM-HOST/MODERATOR/CORRESPONDENT

Walter Smith Randolph
   Walter Smith Randolph, Host
   Connecticut Public Television

Blind Kitchen Boston
   Bime Cruz, Host
   Another Age Productions

Carmen Martinez Host / Correspondent
   Carmen Martinez Host/Correspondent, Host/Correspondent
   Telemundo New England

Dan Cashman Composite - The Nite Show with Danny Cashman
   Dan Cashman, Host/Moderator
   Cashman Communications

Rebecca Gibel, Host of Simply
   Rebecca Gibel, Host
   Freelance

Shayna Seymour: Host Composite
   Shayna Seymour, Host
   WCVB

LIVE NEWS PRODUCER

Alexis Uremovich - WBZ News
   Alexis Uremovich, Producer
   WBZ

Barbara Baranowski
   Barbara Baranowski, Producer
   WCVB

Diego Restrepo/News Producer
   Diego Restrepo, News Producer
   Telemundo New England

Jack Sears
   Jack Sears, Producer
   WCVB

Kaitlyn Budrow Producer Composite
   Kaitlyn Budrow, Producer
   WHDH

WRITER-NEWS

Audrey Russo - Reporter
   Audrey Russo, Writer
   WFSB

From Pen to Paper to Pixels; Jim Altman Writes 2022
   Jim Altman, Writer
   FOX 61
Matt Reed
Matt Reed, Writer
WCVB

Susan Tran - Writer
Susan Tran, Writer
NBC 10 Boston

WRITER-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Betsy Golden-Kellem, Showman’s Shorts Writer
Betsy Golden Kellem, Writer
William Sarris Productions

MA State Lottery: Writing Composite
Keith Macri, Writer
Geoff Filleti, Writer
Mass State Lottery

NESN Creative Services Writing Composite
Bethany Marshall, Writer
Jeff Reagan, Writer
Vincent Rubinaccio, Writer
New England Sports Network

Writing Composite 2022
Russ Nelligan, Writer
WCVB

WRITER-LONG FORM CONTENT

Chronicle 40th Anniversary
Anthony Everett, Writer
WCVB

NH Chronicle: Black Baseball Pioneer Bud Fowler
Karen Meyers, Writer
WMUR

The Relentless One
Rob Blumenstein, Writer
Extrovert Entertainment

DIRECTOR LIVE OR RECORDED LIVE (PL TRACK IS PREFERRED)

Eyewitness News at 5:00
Jason Bowman, Director
WFSB

Marina Giordano Director 7 News Today in New England
Marina Giordano, Director
WHDH

Wake Up with Director Julie
Julie Sherburne, Broadcast Director
NEWS CENTER Maine
DIRECTOR LONG FORM CONTENT

A Solemn Promise
Brian Bechard, Director
Maine Public Broadcasting Network

On Stage/In Session: Shakespeare's Works on Mental Health
Ed Wierzbicki, Director
Connecticut Public Television

Soul of the Soil
Andre Costantini, Director
Silly Dancing Corporation

The Relentless One
M. Douglas Silverstein, Director
Extrovert Entertainment

EDITOR NEWS-SINGLE SHIFT

Mark A. Hahn (Composite)
Mark Hahn, Photographer/Editor
NBC Connecticut

Nick Doscher - Editor Composite
Nicholas Doscher, Photographer/Editor
NBC Connecticut

Sean McKeever Editor Composite
Sean McKeever, Editor
FOX 61

EDITOR NEWS-NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT

Composite Human Trafficking/Psychedelics
Adam Francis, Editor
WTNH

Mt. Washington Pkg WBZ
Oriel Almeida, Editor
WBZ

O'Halloran Edit Composite
James O'Halloran, Editor
NBC 10 Boston

EDITOR SHORT FORM CONTENT

Boston University College of Engineering is Creating a New Kind of Engineer.
Eran Lobel, Executive Producer
ELEMENT

Editor of Short Form Content
Amelia Kunhardt, Photographer/Editor
Harvard Business School

MA State Lottery: Editing Composite
Keith Macri, Editor
Mass State Lottery
Maine Civil War Stories
   Daniel Lambert, Editor
Lambert Films

NESN Creative Services Editing Composite
   Bethany Marshall, Editor
   Jeff Reagan, Editor
   Vincent Rubinaccio, Editor
New England Sports Network

Oriel Almeida WBZ Composite
   Oriel Almeida, Editor
WBZ

EDITOR LONG FORM CONTENT

A Solemn Promise
   Brian Bechard, Editor
Maine Public Broadcasting Network

Bell Biv DeVoe at Fenway Park
   Tyler Borges, Senior Editor
   Justine Pouravelis, Editor
New England Sports Network

Born at The Water's Edge | History of Stony Creek
   Michael Zaritheny, Editor
Connecticut Public Television

JR Black – Boston Ballet Citydance
   JR Black, Editor
NBC 10 Boston

Ross Lippman Editing Composite
   Ross Lippman, Editor
WSBE Rhode Island PBS

Soul of the Soil
   Andre Costantini, Editor
Silly Dancing Corporation

PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS-SINGLE SHIFT

2022 Photographer Composite
   Steven Shannon, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

Army Combat Medic Field Training
   William Sicbaldi, Photographer
FOX 61

James Patrick O'Halloran Composite
   James O'Halloran, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

Street Stories: 10,856 Burpees for history
   Johnny Villella, Videographer/Editor
WPRI
Thomas Korsak Composite
Thomas Korsak, Photographer
Boston 25 News

PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS-NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT

David Mongeau
David Mongeau, Photographer
WCVB

Matthew Kelly - Composite
Matthew Kelly, Photographer / Editor
WTNH

Ryan Bernat Composite
Ryan Bernat, Photographer/Editor
WTNH

PHOTOGRAPHER SHORT FORM CONTENT

Belles of the Brawl
Barry Littlefield, Photographer / Editor
NBC 10 Boston

MA State Lottery: Cinematography Composite
Keith Macri, Cinematographer
Geoff Filleti, Cinematographer
Mass State Lottery

Pico 365
Brian Stevenson, Videographer
Vermont PBS

The Landing
Greg Dole, Videographer
Phantom Gourmet

Tom the Bottle Man
Sebastian Bennage, Photojournalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

PHOTOGRAPHER LONG FORM CONTENT

Bob Oliver / Composite
Bob Oliver, Videographer
WCVB

Dave Wurtzel Composite
David Wurtzel, Photographer
Connecticut Public Television

Levia
Barry Littlefield, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

Richard Ward Composite
Richard Ward, Photographer
WCVB
Ross Lippman Photography Composite
   Ross Lippman, Photographer
   WSBE Rhode Island PBS

VIDEO ESSAYIST

Andrew Hurley Composite
   Andrew Hurley, Photographer / Editor
   Yale University

Assignment: Maine Composite
   Rebecca Conley, Producer/Photographer/Editor
   Maine Public Broadcasting Network

Bostronomy
   Barry Littlefield, Videographer / Editor
   NBC 10 Boston

Making Care Mobile: Neighborhood Health Team
   Jeffery Teitler, Filmmaker
   Hartford HealthCare

Ryan Caron King Composite
   Ryan Caron King, Photojournalist
   Connecticut Public Television

The Refugees
   Justin Kenny, Camera/Editor/Producer
   WSBE

MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST-SINGLE SHIFT

68-yards To Glory
   Michael Sullivan, Multimedia Journalist
   WBZ

Siobhan McGirl- MMJ Composite
   Siobhan McGirl, Multimedia Journalist
   NBC Connecticut

Train Depot On The Move
   Joe Carroll, Multimedia Journalist
   WCAX

Video Made The Radio Star
   Matt Shearer, Reporter/Producer/Writer/Audio/Video Editor
   WBZ NewsRadio

MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST-NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT

Why Is It So Difficult?- A Mother's Journey Navigating a Forgotten State Program
   Siobhan McGirl, Multimedia Journalist
   NBC Connecticut

Maine kids lack swimming skills as summer nears
   Christopher Costa, Multimedia Journalist/Anchor
   NEWS CENTER Maine
Third time's the charm: Lewiston shoemakers build Team USA's Olympic winter boots for closing ceremony by hand

Christopher Costa, Multi-Skilled Journalist/Anchor
NEWS CENTER Maine

Wrestling With Hate
Michael Sullivan, Multimedia Journalist
WBZ

GRAPHIC ARTS-MOTION GRAPHICS

Holiday in New England
Resat Kayhaner, Designer/Animator
Gray Television

Motion Graphics Composite
Rebecca Conley, Editor/Motion Graphics Designer
Maine Public Broadcasting Network

NESN Motion Graphics Composite
Robin Hobart, Designer/Animator
Larissa Lee, Designer/Animator
Jonathan Diaz, Designer/Animator
Thomas Csizmadia, Designer/Animator
Sharrief Hall, Designer/Animator
New England Sports Network

NEVY's in Wonderland, 10 Mad Years
Tanya Mikheyeva, Motion Graphics Designer/Artist/Animator
Joey Sullivan, Motion Graphics Designer/Artist/Animator
Joe Skoniecki, Motion Graphics Designer/Artist/Animator
Sarah Delahunty, Motion Graphics Designer/Artist/Animator
Kyle Faneuff, Motion Graphics Designer/Artist/Animator
Gusto

Opens and Informational graphics from 2022
Anthony Lathrop, Senior Designer
WCVB

Sam Hockaday Composite
Sam Hockaday, Animator
Connecticut Public Television

GRAPHIC ARTS-COMPOSITING

Boston Bruins Game Open
Robin Hobart, Designer/Animator
New England Sports Network

Celtics Broadcast Player Interstitial Animations
Charis Dalessio, Art Director
Christine Vell, Motion Designer
Jason Brown, Editor
Adam Snow, Graphic Designer
Ava Huggins, Motion Designer
TJ Powers, Creative Director
NBC Sports Boston
GRAPHIC ARTS-ART DIRECTION

Kids Connection
   Michael Cox, Design Director
   NBC Connecticut

NEVY's in Wonderland, 10 Mad Years
   Nicole Bedard, Art Director
   Gusto

StoryCorps | Beck and Annie Fineman
   Sam Hockaday, Art Director
   Connecticut Public Television

AUDIO

Ocean's Twilight Zone Audio
   Oriel Almeida, Audio Editor
   WBZ

Thanksgiving day in Manchester- the Manchester Road Race
   Tim Paul, Audio Operator
   FOX 61

MUSICAL COMPOSITION/ARRANGEMENT

Gun Shot Women
   María Del Sol Ibañez, Composer
   Hartford HealthCare

Slatersville: America’s First Mill Village
   Stephen Gilbane, Composer
   Breaking Branches Pictures/WSBE

The 46th Boston/New England Emmy® Awards Gala
   June 10, 2023
   Marriott Boston Copley Place